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Question Number One 
A- 
1- the computer chip, the first computer game, computer mouse.  اي ا����� 
2- how we travel to how our homes are heated. 
3- In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that information could be 
shared between computers. 
4- program  
5- a metal machine  
6- 	�
���� ا���ح ���� ا�	ر ����� ����	 ����� ا��� ��� ا��
� وا�'& و
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B- 1- the tree is living yet 
     2- vilets, lily cups, lilacs 
Question Number Two 
A- 1- herbal remedy 2- urban planning 3- reputation 4- arithmetic 
B- feel sad 
C- 1- creation   2- access 
 Question Number Three 
A- 1- be preparing  2- were talking  3- was born 
B-  
1- the year when Petra was made a world heritage site was in 1985 CE. 
2- My grandfather isn't used to having nothing to do all day . 
3- is usually discharged . 
  
Question Number Four 
A-  
Roman castle which is … in the Jordanian desert. 
B –  
1- My neighbour has gone into a chemist's and brought medicine.  ���5ات. ���� 
2- Have you shortened your trousers?�*���5. 
C- conclusion Or recommendation ��6�. .�� او	7 
Question Number Five 
A- viable , allergies    / doesn’t address /   anxiety, depression 
B- 
There are many impacts of the arts in learning such as changing.. and providing … 
In addition, there are other impacts of the arts in learning like teaching students …and 
teaching students ….  
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